Get Ready to Drive!
A 5 module hands-on curriculum that prepares students
to take the Ohio written driving test.
It is easily adapted to other states within the US.

Road tiles and Signs
Students are given situations, and they
practice moving through these situations by
driving the vehicles on the road tiles.

The Get Ready to Drive! kit has
everything you need to teach the prep
course, including:
-Course Manual
-USB drive with presentations
and printables
-Pre & Post-course tests and
module tests
-Data collection forms
-Student handouts
-285 High-quality simulation
cards & flashcards
-36 road tiles
-Signs & Traffic lights that
connect to the road tiles
-Various small vehicles
-Driving Consequences
gameboard & pieces

Presentations
PDF and Powerpoint versions on a USB drive.
These can be presented in a larger group
session before moving to the hands-on
simulations in a smaller group
(2-6 students is ideal).

High-Quality Flashcards
285 cards color-coded by module

Everything is Included
All materials come in a suitcase-style box
with additional organization within the box,
including a flashcard box and
small materials pouch.

The cost of the program is $599.00, with a
discount for multiple sets purchased by
the same organization. This is a one time
cost; there are no subscriptions or
additional materials needed except
printing out tests and handouts.
Shipping is determined by the shipping
address, and you will only be charged
actual costs.
We are always available by e-mail for
questions and can provide
virtual or in-person support
about the program
upon request.

Driving Consequences Game
Who can get to the end with the most
money and the fewest points?

The course was initially designed for
students with various disabilities but it is
appropriate for ALL students who learn best
with hands-on materials.
Let’s face it, that driver’s manual is not
really engaging reading material!
Why not make it fun?
For more information about the program
and purchasing, please contact
Patricia Kauffman at:
patricia.kauffman@mccesc.org.
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